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•	 Contrarian fund manager Krishna 
Mohanraj is bullish on international 
stocks despite recession fears.

•	 Cheap valuations and a falling dollar 
relative to other currencies are tail-
winds.

•	 Here are six undervalued stocks to 
buy that are poised to rebound in 
2023.

Portfolio manager Krishna Mohanraj loves 
when investors worry about a global reces-
sion. To him, that fear signals an opportunity 
to buy solid stocks at a discount.

“The way we pick businesses is, we look for bad 
headlines,” Mohanraj told Insider in a recent inter-
view. “Because bad headlines lead to good invest-
ment ideas.”

That contrarian approach has worked wonders for 
Mohanraj’s Diamond Hill International Fund (DHIAX) 
recently. His fund finished in the top quartile of its 
category in both 2021 and 2022, according to Morn-

ingstar, and its nearly 9% year-to-date rise (as of 
1/31/23) has it on pace to beat its index yet again.

Over the last three months, Mohanraj’s fund is 
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up about 20% (as of 1/31/23) amid a long-awaited 
comeback for international stocks. MSCI’s EAFE In-
dex — which is a proxy for stocks in Europe, Aus-
tralia, Asia, and the Far East — has underperformed 
the S&P 500 10 out of the last 13 years. But from Oc-
tober 31, 2022 through January 31, 2023, the EAFE 
Index is up 20.37%, while the US-based index has 
risen just 5.76%.

2 tailwinds that will send global 
stocks soaring

Mohanraj believes that foreign stocks’ recent mo-
mentum will continue, even though the global econo-
my is flirting with a recession.

In fact, the fund manager described the current en-
vironment for international stocks as an “active inves-
tor heaven.” His thesis is twofold: international stocks 
are still cheap compared to their US peers, and for-
eign currencies remain weak relative to the US dollar.

Although US stocks have gotten cheaper in the past 
year, there’s still room for the valuation gap between 
the S&P 500 and the MSCI EAFE Index to narrow. 
Many US investors don’t even consider buying for-
eign stocks since they’ve struggled so much in the 
past, Mohanraj noted.

“Instead of thinking over three months, if you think 
about the last 11 years what’s happened — except for 
last year — the only game in town was the US,” Mo-
hanraj said.

Plus, the US dollar’s recent decline means that other 
currencies have risen on a relative basis. That makes 
international stocks more attractive since US-based 
investors benefit from the rising value of the foreign 
currency they’ve bought the stock in.

How to successfully invest in inter-
national companies

When it comes to picking stocks, Mohanraj said he 

takes a bottom-up approach by targeting firms that are 
trading at a discount based on their current earnings or 
future growth potential.

To see if a stock is on sale, Mohanraj looks at val-
uation metrics like price-to-earnings (P/E) and price-
to-book (P/B) ratios. He then builds a detailed dis-
counted cash flow model to estimate its intrinsic value 
based on how much money it’s expected to generate 
in the next five years.

“You can find these valuation disparities only if you 
drill down and go into company by company,” Mo-
hanraj said.

Mohanraj also considers how competent a compa-
ny’s management team is. He has an owner’s mindset 
and doesn’t try to make a quick buck by trading poor-
ly run companies, even if they’re cheap.

Altogether, Mohanraj’s fund normally has between 
35 and 55 holdings at a time. And to ensure that it’s 
properly diversified, Mohanraj doesn’t allocate more 
than 35% of his assets to one sector, or more than 30% 
to a single country.

6 top stocks to buy

While Mohanraj sees strong investing opportunities 
across the globe, he said two markets look especially 
enticing: Brazil and India. Both regularly get nega-
tive headlines from their volatile political situations, 
which Mohanraj noted can lead to contrarian buying 
opportunities.

But instead of only buying companies in countries 
that he’s optimistic about, Mohanraj made it clear that 
his priority is finding stocks with the right qualities — 
regardless of where they are.

“We invest in companies, not countries,” Mohanraj 
said. “So we’re intimately aware of what’s happening 
in the markets, but we are always evaluating it against 
the lens of how it impacts my business.”

Below are six cheap international companies that 
Mohanraj said he’s bullish on right now, along with 
the ticker, market capitalization, home country, and 
thesis for each.
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1. Diageo

 
Markets Insider

Ticker: DEO

Market cap: $97.6B

Home country: United Kingdom

Thesis: The beverage maker behind Smirnoff and Captain Morgan is a long-time favorite of Mohanraj 
thanks to its high-quality portfolio of global brands and an efficient distribution system. Mohanraj said that 
the London-based firm is getting unfairly discounted in two ways: its valuation, and the British pound’s 
weakness historically relative to the US dollar.

“It’s the kind of company that you can own, independent of geopolitical risk, recession. You just own it 
through time, and just pay attention to the valuation of the company and stay invested,” Mohanraj said. 
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2. Swatch

Markets Insider

Ticker: SWGAY

Market cap: $18.3B

Home country: Switzerland

Thesis: This Swiss watch maker is “misunderstood by the market,” Mohanraj said. He thinks other inves-
tors still view Swatch as a mid- to low-level luxury company and are overlooking the growing impact of 
luxury jeweler Harry Winston, which it acquired a decade ago, in its portfolio.

Additionally, Mohanraj doesn’t believe Swatch is getting enough credit for the physical assets, including 
diamonds and other jewels, that it has on its balance sheet. Another tailwind for Swatch is the reopening 
of China’s economy, given the company’s presence in airport stores.
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3. HDFC Bank

Markets Insider

Ticker: HDB

Market cap: $113.6B

Home country: India

Thesis: HDFC is one of the best-managed banks in India, Mohanraj said. What makes him excited about 
the company right now is its pending merger with its parent company, Housing Development Finance 
Corp, even though investors have yet to see the opportunity for synergy.

“The market is worried that the merger just distracts things, the regulators and all personalities coming 
together, etc. — all the risks associated with a merger,” Mohanraj said. “And given what I said about India, 
the market as whole, people do not want to buy in a bank that’s going through a merger.”

Mohanraj continued: “We think completely the opposite. In fact, I think we take a best-in-class bank and 
a best-in-class market lender in a market which has significantly low penetration and banking in mobile 
services. You’re basically creating a behemoth.”
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4. Samsung Electronics

Markets Insider

Ticker: SSNLF

Market cap: $352.6B

Home country: South Korea

Thesis: This global technology conglomerate closed out January by posting its lowest quarterly earnings 
since 2014, and its refusal to trim its production of computer chips despite a global supply glut was a 
major reason why. But even though Samsung is struggling, Mohanraj still believes it will be a long-term 
winner because of its cheap valuation and strong mobile phone business.

“Samsung has its own capital demand base,” Mohanraj said. “So Samsung has advantages over the oth-
ers. So in the long run, Samsung wins — that’s the thesis. But in the short term, it’s going to be highly 
cyclical.”
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5. Unilever

Markets Insider

Ticker: UL

Market cap: $126.2B

Home country: United Kingdom

Thesis: Unilever is a consumer products company that boasts brands like Dove and Vaseline and operates 
in over 190 countries. Its size and presence in Latin American countries means it’s used to dealing with 
high inflation and complexity, Mohanraj noted. He’s confident that the firm’s new CEO — an outside hire 
from Kraft Heinz — will be the right leader to drive future growth.
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6. Nintendo

Markets Insider

Ticker: NTDOY

Market cap: $56.3B

Home country: Japan

Thesis: Like video game fans around the world, Mohanraj said he loves Nintendo because of its intellectual 
property. That’s the long-term catalyst for this company, he said, even though sales of its Switch console 
can be volatile.

2023 is shaping up to be an exciting year so far for Nintendo, given the February launch of Super Nintendo 
World in Los Angeles and The Super Mario Bros. Movie coming in April.
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Click here for standardized performance as of 31 December 2022.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investment returns and principal values will fluctuate so that an 
investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. The Fund’s current perfor-
mance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. For current to most recent month-end performance, 
visit diamond-hill.com. 

Click here for holdings as of 31 January 2023. 

Morningstar category: US Fund Foreign Large Blend. 

Price-to-book ratio measures a stock price against a company’s book value. Price-to-earnings ratio measures a company’s 
current share price relative to its earnings per share.

Risk disclosure: International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuation, lower liquidity, differ-
ent accounting methods, tax policies, political systems and higher transaction costs. These risks are typically greater in 
emerging markets. Small- and mid-capitalization issues tend to be more volatile and less liquid than large-capitalization 
issues. 

The views expressed are those of Diamond Hill as of February 2023 and are subject to change without notice. These 
opinions are not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results or investment advice. Investing 
involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. 

The MSCI EAFE Index measures the performance of large- and mid-cap stocks across 21 developed markets, excluding 
the US and Canada. The S&P 500 Index measures the performance of 500 large companies in the US. See diamond-hill.
com/disclosures for a full copy of the disclaimer.

Securities referenced may not be representative of all portfolio holdings. The reader should not assume that an invest-
ment in the securities was or will be profitable. 

Carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks and expenses. This and other important information are 
contained in the Fund’s prospectus and summary prospectus, which are available at diamond-hill.com or calling 
888.226.5595. Read carefully before investing. The Diamond Hill Funds are distributed by Foreside Financial Services, 
LLC (Member FINRA). Diamond Hill Capital Management, Inc., a registered investment adviser, serves as Investment 
Adviser to the Diamond Hill Funds and is paid a fee for its services. Not FDIC insured | No bank guarantee | May lose 
value
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